Release notes Hora Finita

Effective as of 12-05-2022

WUR564 Deficiency filter “submitted”

The deficiencies could already be filtered, with this modification the additional filter "submitted" has been added. This filter combines all pending deficiencies that already have a date entered in "submitted on". This filter allows the user to request a list of deficiencies yet to be assessed.

WUR577 New assessment round for assessment committee not resetting all fields

By default, when starting a new round of assessments, the original assessment is cleared. It has now become configurable which fields are cleared on a new assessment round. The default is still that all fields are cleared. This new option makes it possible not to erase, for example, the comments and/or suggestions for the supervisor / PhD student. The reviewers can now see their own comments from the original review and reassess more easily.

WUR845 Hide tab documents by type

The documents tab displays the documents that are attached to the PhD track. With this modification, certain document types can be hidden per Hora Finita role. By default, all document types are shown so that conduct does not change. Roles that did not have access to the documents tab previously will now not be able to do so either.

Functional management can indicate the roles per document type.
WUR871 Setting up the title page according to the WUR format

The title page generator template had not yet been adapted to the WUR model. The generator now produces a title page according to the WUR format, noting that this is a 1st draft. The PhD student should always check this page and make some adjustments if necessary.

WUR793 Display English department at 'access other organizations'

Access rights for other organizational parts can be setup on the details page of a PhD project on the first tab in the right column. The department name (in this screenshot "chair group") was listed in Dutch, while the user had selected the English language option in Hora Finita. In case the department name is only available in Dutch, the Dutch variant will of course still be displayed.
WUR803 Search by column 'status' in English

To search the status column, you previously had to use the Dutch-language name value, for example "gestart" to find PhD tracks with status "started".

WUR861 E-mailaddress PhD candidate does not transfer using 'E-mail those involved'

When using the "Email those involved" button and selecting the PhD student, the PhD student's email address did not transfer through. This bug has been fixed.
**WUR873 Date of status modification does not come across properly**

When changing the status of a PhD project, the date of the status modification did not come across correctly. For example, if the project was set to "Stopped", then the defined "Stopped" date was not transferred. This bug has been fixed.

**WUR883 Registration status is not changing to additional data required**

When a research school employee requested additional information during registration and at the same time changed the email address on the page where the email text is drafted, a bug prevented the registration status from being changed to "additional information required." This led to problems for the PhD student. The latter could not make a modification to their registration, because the status was not in the "correct" state, while the mail did imply this. Changing the recipient no longer affects the possible modification of the registration status.

**WUR901 Setting version types for TSP**

It is now possible to view previous versions of the TSP in the PhD Office and 'onderzoeksschoolmedewerker' roles, so that first version can always be recovered. This can be found under 'TSP history' on the TSP tab.

**WUR909 Adjustments to the declaration that person has been awarded the doctorate title**

Some textual changes have been made to the declaration that can be created at the Ceremony tab.

**WUR912 List of jobs cleaned up for regular users**

Hora Finita has several background tasks. Users can view their own background tasks that they have requested. This list also contained some internal tasks that are associated with the user, but that are not relevant for them to be displayed. These tasks are now hidden.